For least mean-square (LMS) algorithm applications, it is important to improve the speed of convergence vs the residual error trade-off imposed by the selection of a certain value for the step size. In this paper, we propose to use a mixture approach, adaptively combining two independent LMS filters with large and small step sizes to obtain fast convergence with low misadjustment during stationary periods. Some plant identification simulation examples show the effectiveness of our method when compared to previous variable step size approaches. This combination approach can be straightforwardly extended to other kinds of filters, as it is illustrated with a convex combination of recursive least-squares (RLS) filters.
Introduction
Widrow and Hoff's least mean-square (LMS) algorithm [1] was first presented in 1960. Ever since, it has been used in a variety of applications due to its robustness, good tracking capabilities, and simplicity [2] . An important limitation of LMS is the rate of convergence vs misadjustment trade-off imposed by the selection of a certain value for the step size. Consequently, much effort has been spent to improve this balance. Some modifications of the LMS algorithm apply non-quadratic error functions, while other authors have proposed to use an adaptive learning rate that takes a high value when a high speed of convergence is required, and a low value to decrease the final misadjustment in stationary situations.
Among those that modify the cost function, the least mean-fourth (LMF) algorithm [3] , which consists of minimizing the fourth power of the error, has played a very important role, since, for values of the absolute error higher than 1, the convergence of the LMF algorithm is faster than that of LMS. However, stability of the LMF filter imposes a more restrictive upper bound on the adaption step size. The idea of combining LMS and LMF cost functions was first proposed in [4] , with the objective of keeping the speed of convergence of LMF and the stability of LMS. In [5] the authors use the same basic idea, but let the mixing parameter vary according to the instantaneous value of the error. The idea of switching between both cost functions has been explored in [6] .
Following a different direction, many researchers have proposed schemes to manage the step size. Some of such algorithms can be found in [7] . Several designs in this group have the disadvantage of being batch algorithms, which are not appropriate when on-line learning is required. There are also several schemes that manage the step size in a stochastic manner (see, for instance, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] ). All these procedures obtain good results and are computationally efficient, but they add some hyperparameters which must be fixed to a priori values. This selection itself implies some kind of compromise between convergence capabilities and precision, and optimal values are highly dependent on the characteristics of the particular application environment.
Following this second way above, we propose a new approach that is an analogy of a well-known neurological fact: in human brains, the thalamus sends the signals that it receives from the ears or the eyes to the amygdala via a fast connection, and to the neocortex following a slower way. After these first transmissions, the neocortex and the amygdala interact. This allows us to combine a fast, coarse reaction against abrupt and potentially dangerous environmental changes with a finer, more elaborated, but necessarily not-sofast conscious response. The analogous scheme that we propose consists of an adaptive convex combination of one fast and one slow LMS filter, which keeps the advantages of both speed of convergence and reduced steady-state error.
In tracking situations, our combined filter behaves as the best LMS filter in the mixture. Thus, instead of using just one LMS filter and adaptively selecting an appropriate value for its step size, our combined filter just has to decide how to optimally combine both filters at each time. It will be shown that this nature-principled approach offers very satisfactory results.
Our combination scheme is similar to that in [14, 15] , which uses the idea of mixture of different models as Jacobs et al. [16] did for neural networks to increase representation capability. However, the filters in our scheme just differ in their step sizes, and they are combined with quite a different aim: to simultaneously exploit the good convergence and precision capabilities of the fast and slow LMS filters, respectively.
The same basic ideas of combining adaptive filters in an adaptive manner can also be applied to other adaptive schemes without major modifications, as well as to situations different from plant identification problems, such as adaptive equalization, arrays, blind source separation, etc.
In the next section we describe the basic algorithm to combine LMS filters in an adaptive manner (CLMS algorithm), in the context of plant identification, as well as some modifications to improve its practical performance. Then, we will present a more sophisticated algorithm (CLMS2) that exploits the convex combination ideas in a three-filter configuration. Section 4 analyzes the computational complexity of the combination methods. In Section 5 we show the advantages of our proposal through some simulation results. Finally, we present our conclusions and suggest some lines of future research.
Adaptive Combination of LMS Filters: the CLMS Algorithm
We propose to use, for plant identification, an adaptive convex combination of two LMS adaptive filters. The first is a fast filter (i.e., with a large step size µ 1 ), which achieves fast convergence and good tracking properties in situations where rapid changes take place. The second is a slow filter (small µ 2 ) that will provide a very good approximation of the plant in stationary (or slowly changing) situations. This idea was presented as a preliminary version in [17] .
Here, we add several algorithmic changes to circumvent the serious limitations of that version.
The two component filters operate, in principle, completely decoupled, and their coefficients are adapted to minimize their own quadratic errors using the standard LMS rule
where w i (n) are the filter weight vectors at time n,
d(n) is the desired output, and
T are the inputs to the filter, M being the length of the adaptive filter.
The weights of the combined filter are obtained using the following convex combination scheme
where η(n) is a mixing parameter that lies between 0 and 1. One can immediately express the output and the error of the CLMS filter [y(n) and e(n), respectively] as convex combinations of the two component filters:
where
is the output of the ith adaptive filter.
Regarding parameter η(n), we will define it via a sigmoid activation function [18] 
where we update a(n) at each iteration to minimize the quadratic error of the combined filter, also by means of a minimum square error stochastic gradient algorithm [2] with step size µ a :
The benefits of using a sigmoid activation are twofold: first, it serves to constrain η(n) values between 0 and 1; second, its derivative, i.e., factor (7), reduces the adaptation speed and the gradient noise near the endpoints 0 and 1, when the combined scheme is expected to perform, respectively, like the fast and slow filters without degradation.
In our implementation, we have limited a(n) values to the interval [−4, 4], so the algorithm never stops because either η(n) or 1 − η(n) are then never too close to 0. Furthermore, the parameter µ a must be fixed to a very high value so that the combination is adapted even faster than the fastest LMS filter. Note that, since η(n) ∈ (0, 1), the stability of the combined filter is guaranteed as long as the individual stability conditions of both LMS filters are satisfied. This scheme has a very intuitive interpretation. When abrupt or fast changes appear, the fast LMS filter achieves a quadratic error lower than that of the slow filter, application of the learning rule (7) will increase a(n), and η(n) will approximate 1. So, in this situation, the CLMS algorithm acts as a µ 1 LMS filter. However, in stationary (or nearly-stationary) intervals, it is the slow LMS filter that will perform best, thus decreasing a(n) so that η(n) will approach 0, and the combined filter will behave as the slow, more precise LMS filter [19, 20] .
It should be noted that (7) only uses the errors of the component filters. So, this convex combination scheme could be used, with no modifications, to combine any other two adaptive filters, as we show in Section 5 with a combination of two recursive least-squares (RLS) filters. Figure 1 summarizes the proposed scheme up to this point, indicating which error is used to control each LMS filter and their combination.
Speeding up the convergence of the slow filter
The performance of the basic CLMS algorithm can be improved if we allow interaction between the component filters in certain situations. To see this, note that, if both filters are completely decoupled, abrupt changes will induce independent convergences, their combination being equivalent to the fast filter until the slow filter presents a smaller quadratic error. At that moment, the CLMS filter will switch to the second filter. So, the final overall convergence will be as slow as that of the µ 2 LMS filter.
We can accelerate the convergence of the slow filter when an abrupt change appears by step-by-step transferring a part of weight vector w 1 to w 2 . Thus, the (modified) adaption rule for w 2 becomes
where α is a parameter close to 1. This way, at each step, the adaption of w 2 is similar to that that of a standard LMS filter, but the application of (8) over many consecutive iterations will speed up the convergence of the µ 2 LMS filter and, as a consequence, the convergence of the CLMS filter.
An inconvenience of the new learning rule is that it increases the final misadjustment of the slow filter. To avoid this, the weight transfer must only be applied when the fast filter is much better than the slow one in tracking the plant changes. Our combination method provides us with a straightforward way to verify this condition: η(n) must be near 1. So, we will only use this speeding up procedure provided that η(n) > β, β being a threshold close to the maximum value that can be reached by η(n). It would be possible to use more robust criteria to activate/deactivate this weight transfer procedure. However, we prefer the above mode to keep the simplicity inherent to LMS-type algorithms.
Although this "speeding up" mechanism requires two extra parameters, we have checked that the CLMS algorithm is not very sensitive to the selection of α and β. In any case, this mechanism should be seen as an optional procedure that can be used to improve the performance of the basic combination algorithm in very particular situations.
3 Iterating the Adaptive Combination Scheme: the CLMS2 Algorithm Obviously, the performance of the CLMS scheme could be further improved by managing µ 1 and µ 2 . Parameter η(n) can be used as a criterion to manage these step sizes. We will only manage µ 2 , since the fast filter is used just as a fast tracker for rapid changes and, consequently, managing µ 1 would not give much advantage.
Instead of directly changing µ 2 , we propose to iterate the convex combination scheme and replace filter w 2 with a CLMS filter with step sizes µ 21 and µ 22
with η 2 (n) = sgm[a 2 (n)]. Since this new configuration consists of a double nesting of CLMS, we call the resulting scheme CLMS2.
The mixing parameter of the inner CLMS filter is adapted like a(n), but to
Since we usually have that |e 21 (n) − e 22 (n)| < |e 1 (n) − e 2 (n)|, µ a2 must be higher than µ a (we have typically used µ a2 = 10µ a ), and applying weight transfer from w 21 to w 22 makes little sense.
We will only use this three-filter scheme provided that η(n) is below some threshold that, in our implementation, has been set to the same β used as a threshold for weight transfer 1 . Switching between two-and three-filter configurations is made in the following manner:
• We initially use a two-filter scheme with parameters µ 1 and µ 2 , and a(n) is set to its highest value [a(n) = 4].
• If η(n) falls below β, we switch to a three-filter scheme: w 21 (n) and w 22 (n) are set to w 2 (n), a 2 (n) is set to 0, and we choose new learning rates µ 21 = µ 2 and µ 22 = µ 2 /r (r > 1).
• Finally, if η(n) exceeds β, we return to the two-filter configuration according to the present value of w 2 (n).
When using a three-filter configuration, η 2 (n) gives information on the goodness of filters w 21 and w 22 . This information could be used to iterate the process and replace either w 21 or w 22 with a convex combination of two filters (i.e., we could use a further nesting of CLMS filters). Alternatively, we propose to manage µ 21 and µ 22 following these rules: Note that we keep a filter with step size µ 21 in order to guarantee that the performance of filter w 2 does not worsen.
• The opposite is done when
Computational Complexity of the Proposed Algorithms
In this section, we study the computational complexity of the proposed combination methods. Since the number of additions is comparable to the number of multiplications for the proposed combinations, we will consider just the number of real multiplications.
It is a well-known fact that LMS operation requires 2M +1 multiplications, M being the length of the filter. Since CLMS combines two LMS filters, it needs 4M +2 multiplications for the adaptation of the component filters, and 6 more products are needed to compute the output of the filter and to update a(n)
[see (4) and (7), respectively]. Evaluation of the sigmoid function is not well suited for real time operation, but it could be efficiently implemented using a look-up table.
Depending on the application, it may be necessary to explicitly compute the CLMS weight vector, w(n). According to (3), explicit weight calculation requires 2M additional multiplications. Finally, if the weight transfer procedure is being applied, it will become necessary to compute 2M extra products at some iterations.
Regarding CLMS2, when the two-filter operation is used [η(n) > β], its computational complexity is exactly the same as for CLMS. However, if the threefilter configuration is active, it requires 6M + 3 multiplications for the component filter adaptations, and 12 more products to compute the output of the scheme and to adapt a(n) and a 2 (n). Further, 3M + 2 multiplications are necessary in this case for the explicit calculation of the weights of the overall filter. Note that weight transfer is not applied when using the three-filter configuration since η(n) < β. and it is roughly twice and three times higher than that of LMS for the basic combination schemes. The application of the weight transfer procedure increases the computational burden of the filters. Note, however, that this method has been designed to accelerate the convergence of the slow LMS filter in a very particular situation, and it is not necessary to get the main goal of the combination schemes: to put together the best properties of each component filter.
The above analysis and conclusions would still be valid if combining other kinds of adaptive filters different from LMS, modifying accordingly the com-putational complexity for the adaptation of the component filters.
Experimental Results

Discussion of CLMS Performance
In this section, we use the CLMS filter to model a 24-tap transversal varying plant (see Fig. 1 ) with input u(n) being a white, Gaussian, zero-mean signal.
The variance of u(n) is selected to set E{ u(n)
noise, e 0 (n), is the same kind of signal, but has variance 10 −2 .
The weights of the plant are initially set to random values between −1 and 1, and are modified during some intervals according to the random-walk model:
where q(n) is an i.i.d. random, zero-mean vector, with diagonal covariance matrix E{q(n)q T (n)} = σ , for intervals 50000 < n ≤ 75000 and 100000 < n ≤ 125000, respectively.
At n = 75000, the plant changes abruptly and new random values are selected
To model the plant, we have used a CLMS filter with M = 24 and step sizes µ 1 = 0.05 (which satisfies the stability condition), µ 2 = 0.005, and µ a = 400
for the mixing parameter. For the "speeding up" parameters we have used α = 0.9 and β = 0.98. These are reasonable values for a wide range of practical situations, as we will check in this example. Finally, the mixing parameter a(n) 
Comparison to an LMS Filter with Variable Step Size
We have carried out a large number of experiments comparing CLMS with other previous variable step size schemes. We will consider here the LMS Algorithm with adaptive gain (AG-LMS) [11, 21] , which is a good representative of these versions.
When using an adaptive step size, the LMS adaption rule becomes
The AG-LMS algorithm proposes to use a gradient algorithm to adapt the step size
The recursion for adapting Ψ(n) is obtained by differentiating both sides of (12) with respect to µ:
The AG-LMS algorithm iteratively applies (12), (13), and (15) to update w(n) and µ(n). In addition, µ(n) must be truncated to remain within the interval [µ min , µ max ]. According to [11] , µ min is nearly irrelevant to get good behavior, and it can be fixed either to 0 or to a very small constant. On the contrary, µ max has a large influence in the performance of the algorithm.
We have carried out experiments with the same plant used in the previous subsection. For these experiments we have fixed µ min = 0, and have explored different combinations of µ max and ǫ. Next, we will describe the characteristics of the AG-LMS performance, and then we will compare it to our CLMS algorithm.
• For fixed ǫ and decreasing µ max , AG-LMS obtains a decreasing residual misadjustment, but also shows slower convergence. In Fig. 3(a) , we show the MSD for AG-LMS with ǫ = 0.01 and two different values of µ max . As stated before, using a low value µ max = 0.01 favors the good behavior of AG-LMS during stationary intervals. However, for this value of µ max , the performance of AG-LMS is very poor during interval 100000 < n ≤ 125000, when fast changes appear in the plant, and following abrupt changes (see convergence after n = 75000). It is possible to improve the convergence and tracking capabilities of AG-LMS by using a higher µ max . This indeed occurs for µ max = 0.05, but it can be seen that, in this case, the residual MSD in stationary situations is higher.
We have checked that this performance compromise between slow and fast change situations also appears for other values of ǫ.
• A similar trade-off occurs when µ max is kept constant and the value of ǫ is modified. This situation is shown in Fig. 3(b) for µ max = 0.05 and two values of ǫ. We see that using a very small ǫ reduces the MSD achieved by AG-LMS in very long stationary intervals at the cost of a degraded convergence.
When comparing CLMS to AG-LMS with ǫ = 0.01 [ Fig. 3(a) ], we see that CLMS obtains a slightly lower misadjustment during stationary and slowly changing intervals. Moreover, CLMS is as good as AG-LMS with µ max = 0.05 in tracking the fast changes during 100000 < n ≤ 125000 and after the abrupt change in the plant at n = 75000.
The performance of AG-LMS with µ max = 0.05 and ǫ = 0.0003 [ Fig. 3(b) ], is generally worse than that of CLMS, although it is able to get a smaller residual MSD in very long stationary intervals, since CLMS can not achieve a lower MSD than that of a µ 2 LMS filter.
From the above, we conclude that AG-LMS performance is very sensitive to the selection of parameters µ max and ǫ, which is a difficult task. In addition to this, these parameters introduce a performance compromise for stationary, slow, and fast change situations. We have checked that this trade-off is present in most of the variable step size algorithms. On the contrary, CLMS is very effective at exploiting the best properties of its two component filters in each situation and, although it also introduces a number of parameters, these do not suffer the same kind of compromise.
In Section 3 we introduced the CLMS2 algorithm as a way to effectively manage the learning rate µ 2 . Now, we will show how CLMS2 can be used to further improve the performance of the CLMS filter. In Figure 4 , we have depicted the MSD achieved by the CLMS2 filter with the same settings of CLMS and additional parameters µ a2 = 10µ a and r = 2. We see that CLMS2 keeps the good performance of CLMS during the whole example, improving its performance during stationary situations, where it obtains a similar or even lower MSD than AG-LMS (see MSDs of both algorithms after n = 150000). Again, note that CLMS2 does not suffer any performance compromise and, in nonstationary situations, its MSD is the same of the CLMS filter.
Adaptive Combination of Recursive Least Squares Filters
Obviously, our scheme for combining adaptive filters can be used with no modifications to combine filters different from LMS. In this subsection, we will illustrate this fact with an adaptive combination of recursive least-squares (RLS) filters [2] with different forgetting factors.
The example involves the identification of an 8-tap plant whose weights are selected within [−1, 1], and are modified during 15000 < n ≤ 35000 and 60000 < n ≤ 75000 according to the random-walk model (11) To model the plant we combine two RLS filters minimizing the exponentially weighted costs
with λ 1 = 0.995 and λ 2 = 0.9995, so that the first filter has a shorter memory and, consequently, adapts faster to fast or abrupt changes in the plant. For the combination of both filters (CRLS scheme) we have used the same settings considered in the CLMS case, i.e., µ a = 400, α = 0.9, β = 0.98, and a(0) = 0.
In Figure 5 we present the performance of the RLS and CRLS filters. Again, the combined scheme extracts the best properties of each component at each time, performing like the λ 1 RLS filter during 60000 < n ≤ 75000 and after n = 35000, and achieving the lower MSD of the second filter in stationary and nearly-stationary intervals.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that colored inputs do not affect the performance of combined schemes, as long as the component filters are robust to this situation, which is a well-known property of RLS filters.
Conclusions
An adaptive convex combination of one fast and one slow LMS filters constitutes a reasonable approach to get both speed and precision in plant identification, as intuitively expected. Practical implementations must include a simple weight transfer mechanism to be fully effective. Additionally, further splitting of the slow filter provides even better capabilities. In this case, the resulting procedure is equivalent to step size management, without adopting any particular algorithm for it, but searching the optimal value at each iteration. All the parameters in the combined schemes have easy design rules, and the whole algorithm is robust enough with respect to their selection. Simulation examples show a clear advantage of the proposed scheme with respect to previous variable step size proposals.
Obviously, the proposed design can be further refined: for example, using different step sizes for each weight will be effective in cancellation applications.
Finally, it is also evident that the convex combination scheme could also be used to combine other adaptive filters, as we have illustrated with a combination of RLS filters, and other adaptation rules can be considered for the mixing parameter. This opens the way to exploit the basic ideas of our approach in many other applications of adaptive systems. 
Basic Combination -6 6 12
Explicit Weight Calculation -2M 2M 3M + 2
Weight Transfer -2M 2M - Table 1 Summary of the computational complexity of the combination algorithms measured as the number of real multiplications per iteration. 
